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News from the editor,

The news column started in the last newsletter has gone from strength to 
strength. Members have continued to send in short items about their 
shakuhachi activities. Please continue to send me your news even if not at 
the time of the newsletters (February, May and October). Information about 
events can be sent to info@Shakuhachisociety.eu and the committee will 
update the calendar on the website.

I have been in regular contact with other shakuhachi newsletter editors 
from other parts of the world and this edition includes an article by Riley 
Lee and photos from Bev Jennings from the Australian Shakuhachi Society. 
Also, a special thanks to Graham Ranft for his ongoing advice and Perry for 
his heartfelt contribution to this issue. 

Philip Horan.
Cover design: By the editor with a photo of Takahashi Ryudo, the main guest 
at this year’s Prague Shakuhachi Festival.
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To all shakuhachi enthusiasts in Europe and beyond,

I hope you have all benefitted from all the wonderful events around Europe 
where it was possible to get a great shakuhachi experience! There are still 
events to come this year in the form of concerts and workshops, so please 
keep an eye with our calendar: http://shakuhachisociety.eu/events.html

As you all know, the ESS – in collaboration with the Prague Team – is going 
to host the World Shakuhachi Festival (WSF) in 2016 in Prague, Czech 
Republic. We are excited about this and we have a lot of work ahead of us. As 
it is the first time a committee will organise the WSF, we would like to stick 
to the open and democratic approach we are trying to maintain in the ESS. 
Thus, on the ESS Shakuhachi Forum, there is an open discussion forum for 
everybody to write their wishes and ideas for the next WSF. Please do join 
us on the forum and make the next WSF your festival and a festival for 
everybody. It is important for us to hear the wishes you have, although we 
may not be able to fulfill them all. Join the forum here: http://
www.shakuhachiforum.eu/index.php See the WSF16 forum: http://
www.shakuhachiforum.eu/f24-WSF2016-Teahouse.htm

Also, we have excellent resources among the ESS members. And it is now 
possible for members to let us know, if you are willing to volunteer and do 
some work for the ESS. You can tell us what kind of skills you have, and 
where you think work is needed. We are running the ESS on a purely 
volunteer basis, so help is always welcome – although not all skills are 
needed at all times. We have therefore made a list of the people who have 
offered to help and written in what field they can offer help. The list will be 
on the ESS website one of these days: http://shakuhachisociety.eu/
people.html If you – for example – are good at making budgets, you can let 
us know. We will add your name and skill to the list and some day we may 
contact you if your skill is needed at a summer school or the like. Email us 
at: info@shakuhachisociety.eu Thank you beforehand for your offer! 

The new committee, elected at the AGM during the Prague Shakuhachi 
Festival, is slowly getting the hang of working together. Please welcome 
Nina Haarer as the new secretary, Joe Browning as our new treasurer and 
Thorsten Knaub as the new communication officer. A short biography to 
introduce some of our new members is attached to this letter. Together with 
the ‘oldies’ in the committee, Philip Horan and myself – I am sure we will 

A letter from the chairperson, 
Kiku Day
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have a great and dynamic team. Always remember it is possible to make 
suggestions to the email just above.

The minutes of this year’s AGM and chairperson’s report will also be 
available soon on the ESS website. Have a great autumn and beginning of 
winter with lots of shakuhachi music!

Profiles of new committee members

ESS Treasurer: Joe Browning

I first heard the shakuhachi around ten years ago in 
Huddersfield in the north of England. The player 
was Adrian Freedman and he became my first 
shakuhachi teacher. My main teachers since then 
have been Richard Stagg and Kiku Day. I'm 
currently a PhD student, researching the 
contemporary life of the shakuhachi outside Japan, 
and so have had the pleasure of talking to and 
learning from many other teachers and players. I've 
helped with organising past shakuhachi summer 
schools in London and also run an informal 
shakuhachi study group in SOAS. I play a range of shakuhachi music, from 
sankyoku through min'yo to free improvisation, but especially love dokyoku 
and Zensabo style honkyoku and contemporary music. Apart from 
shakuhachi, I enjoy playing Javanese gamelan music.

ESS secretary: Nina Haarer

I am living in Germany and I've been playing for 8 
years. My teacher is Jim Franklin in the KSK style. 
My profession is a music therapist (Masters Degree) 
and I also hold a Masters Degree in cultural 
anthropology and Japanese studies. In my job, I use 
the shakuhachi to play German folk songs as well as to 
improvise following the concept of Turkish music 
therapy (using maquam scales). In my free time, I like 
experimenting and combining the shakuhachi with 
different instruments and musical styles - from sitar 

up to punk rock.
Website: myspace.com/kamauha
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Communication officer: Thorsten Knaub

London based Thorsten Knaub is a media artist and digital filmmaker. 
Recent projects include remaking his father’s old tourist movie of 70s 
London, frame by frame (London/London), condensing a century of cinema 
into a 100-minute film (The Cinema Machine), and tracking himself a year 
long with a GPS receiver (www.gpsdiary.org). Knaub has presented his 
artworks and projects in countries 
including the UK, Europe and beyond. He 
received a MFA in Fine Art Media from the 
Slade School of Art in London (1997-99).

Knaub discovered the shakuhachi when 
encountering two Japanese musicians in 
India in the early 90s. Being fascinated 
and taken in by its sound and versatility, 
he, after settling in London, started to 
study the shakuhachi and was taught by, 
amongst others, the musician and 
composer Clive Bell.
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What the Dutch do with bamboo 
by Joke Verdoold

During the weekend of August 18-19, the European Bamboo Society held its 
annual gathering, and this year’s event was organised by the Dutch. They 
choose the theme, ‘What the Dutch do with bamboo’ and the location of 
choice was the biggest bamboo garden in the Netherlands at Babberich, near 
the German border. It was great to be asked to play at this location, 
normally not open to the public. Imagine a house surrounded by about 500 
different species of bamboo all put in a lovely garden with statues and a 
Japanese teahouse. For the event, they had made a display of different 
items made out of bamboo: plates, floors and furniture, as well as bikes one 
could ride on. There were also various musical instruments, from bamboo 
recorders to a huge bamboo wind organ. Everything was produced by Dutch 
people. 

In that beautiful surrounding, we had to play in the afternoon sun in more 
than 30°C. I played shakuhachi and my niece played various bamboo 
rhythmic and wind 
instruments she made and 
gathered through the 
years. On the complex, 
there was one tree and 
luckily we could arrange to 
be located under that. 
Nonetheless, our kimono 
were dripping when we 
finished our performance. 
Playing one hour in that 
heat may seem endless, but 
we had so much fun and 
such an attentive public that it was finished all too soon. I played a variety 
from honkyoku to modern music, including some of my own arrangements, 
with my niece improvising along the way. Daha got some nice rolling waves, 
my Kibitaki arrangement for shakuhachi solo enjoyed extra forest sounds 
and Shinra Bansho some exiting drumming. In Arashi no Mae, there was a 
real storm to be heard...

We were happy that we could entertain our very international public until 
the worst of the heat had passed and that we were able to give a nice 
demonstration of what the Dutch can do with bamboo. 
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News from Istanbul 
by Fakih Kademoglu

I am Fakih Kademoglu from Istanbul. I am mainly a player of the Turkish 
ney but also play 
shakuhachi, sax, some 
Turkish traditional 
percussions and 
Balinese saron. I have a 
band named ‘Yakaza 
Ensemble’ which we 
founded in 2006. Since 
then, we made 2 
albums. The second 
one was also released 
in Japan by Crossroads 
Company / Tokyo. I 
have the happiness of 
having recorded and 
released the first 2 
albums that have 
tracks with shakuhachi 
in Turkey. 

This photo is from our 
concert dated 
09/19/2012, which was held at the Pera Museum in Istanbul. Our next 
concert will be on 10/19/2012 at 22.Akbank Jazz Festival, one of the major 
music events in Turkey. This year the festival will host artists like Anthony 
Braxton, Eleni Karaindrou, Ibrahim Maalouf, Gregory Porter and Ketil 
Bjornstad.

I performed "In C" by Terry Riley with the Australian Chamber 
Orchestra at the Festival Maribor in Slovenia in September. 

BRIAN RITCHIE
Curator MONA FOMA
http://www.mofo.net.au/
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Kawase events in Switzerland
by Wolfgang Heßler

Kawase Sensei and his ensemble performed at the following concerts in 
Switzerland in September:
Wednesday, September 26th, 7.30 pm: concert at St.Johannes in Kriens/Lucerne
Friday, September 28th, 7.30 pm: concert at Museum Rietberg in Zurich
Saturday, September 29th, 7.30 pm: Concert at Muskakademie in Basel
A lecture demonstration took place on Sunday, September 30th in Basel.

The musicians were:
Kawase Junsuke III (shakuhachi), Kawase Jousuke (shakuhachi), Yamazaki 
Senshū (kokyu), Kezuka Mariko (sangen, koto) and Hirano Hiroko (sangen, koto).

London Shakuhachi Study Group 22/09/2012
by Joe Browning

This was a very fun day with a range of different activities and shakuhachi 
music. We started earlier than usual with Kiku Day giving a workshop on 
‘Shakuhachi and Mindfulness,’ a relaxing way to get ready for the day 
ahead. Then we split into two groups, with Kiku leading a class on Daha and 
Michael Coxall teaching Mama 
no Kawa (a useful bit of 
revision for some of us who 
went to the Prague festival!) 
Many thanks to Michael and 
Kiku for their help 
teaching. After lunch we were 
joined by David Hughes, Sylvia 
Vale and Ichikawa Hibiki for a 
great session on folk song. We 
worked mainly on Nagamochi 
Uta and Sotoyama Bushi, 
practicing singing the songs as 
well as the shakuhachi part, as 
you can see in the photos. 
Many thanks to David and Sylvia for their singing and Hibiki-san for his 
shamisen playing - they make the sessions very enjoyable and we're looking 
forward to more min'yō in the future.
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Visit to Europe by Tadashi Tajima in November

The famous Japanese shakuhachi player, Tadashi Tajima, is invited to the 
‘Musica Sacra’ Festival in Strasbourg/Alsace at the begin of November and 
would be happy to have some more concerts in Central Europe. That means 
he could play 2-3 concerts in Germany, Austria or Switzerland from 
November 13th, 2012. Mr Tajima is traveling and playing solo. If you are 
interested you may contact Mr Tajima directly (in Japanese or English) in 
Osaka.

Der bekannte japanische Shakuhachi-Bambusfloetenspieler Tadashi Tajima 
ist Anfang November 2012 zu einem "Musica Sacra"-Festival in Strassburg/
Elsass eingeladen und wuerde sich freuen, wenn er anschliessend, das 
heisst ab dem 13. November 2012 noch 2-3 Konzerte in Deutschland, 
Oesterreich oder der Schweiz geben koennte. Herr Tajima reist allein und 
tritt solistisch auf. Er spielt die meditativen Honkyoku-Stuecke des 
klassischen Shakuhachi-Repertoires. (Profil siehe unten und im Anhang) 
Bei Interesse wenden Sie sich bitte 
auch direkt (auf Japanisch oder 
Englisch) an Herrn Tajima in Osaka. 

Mr. Tadashi Tajima
3-13-3, Ebie,
Fukushima-ku, Osaka-shi,
Japan 553-0001. 
(Tel./Fax: 0081-6-4797-3441)
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Shakuhachi vincit!
by Joke Verdoold

Our municipality exists of five villages and every year in autumn there is a 
music festival of three days; one for choirs, one for orchestras and a day for 
classical chamber music. With my shakuhachi, I’ve participated various 
times in the latter, playing together with koto, but also with guitar and 
string quartet. However, every year there were some people, with the 
director of the local music school in the lead, clearly and loudly opposing my 
participation. I’ve heard them all: shakuhachi was not a real instrument, no 
chamber music, no classical music, etc. But the organisation was ok to work 
with, so I persevered. 

In last month’s festival, I got my space to play. Sadly, all the people I’m 
regularly working with had other appointments, so I ended up deciding to 
play a solo piece. This is no punishment when you can play in the lovely 
environment of a modern church, with perfect acoustics. However, I could 
already imagine what my opponents would say afterwards. I decided to 
banish everything from my mind, including the audience, and to play just 
for myself, enjoying the acoustics. And ‘Ryuro’ seemed a fitting piece for this 
occasion.
 
When I was finished, there was complete silence and then a huge applause. 
The bonus came after the concert, when the music school director told me 
her previous opinions were overturned: shakuhachi was a real instrument 
and I’d played real music in a gorgeous way. I could only grin and thank her 
twice. Shakuhachi vincit! With heartfelt thanks to Kineya Seiho.

Uzume Taiko Germany Tour

Uzume Taiko collaborated with 
Curtis Andrews and Alcvin Ramos 
in a Canadian-Japanese-Indian-
African fusion concert series in 
Germany. The concert in 
Buchholtz was attended by 
Michael Hartley and Uwe Walter. 
Thanks to Michael for sending us 
this photo. 
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Prague Shakuhachi Festival: a new concept
by Marek Matvija

director of the Prague Shakuhachi Festival

Throughout the entire history of the festival, we have debated and 
developed the idea of how it should operate and shape the perception of the 
shakuhachi in Europe and the Czech Republic. The year 2012 was in many 
senses ground-breaking, as we instigated several new concepts, including 
revised concert formats, master-classes and other programme features.

Although we began the event as the Prague Shakuhachi Summer School, it 
soon became clear that this event was not only to benefit the shakuhachi 
community, but also present the shakuhachi and its music to the public 
while maintaining its lofty aesthetic foundations. Since its inception, the 
event encapsulated a variety of concerts focusing on different genres. Some 
of you perhaps still remember the unique performance of Christopher 
Yohmei and poet James Ragan, an Emerson Prize winner, performed to an 
audience of about thirty people in the cellar of a literary cafe in Prague's Old 
Town. This performance was an early 
example of the identity of the festival 
as an event that successfully combines 
the traditional spiritual music of the 
instrument with contemporary 
approaches to art and music. 

In the following years, the festival 
provided a platform for visual, sound 
and video artists along with 
performers from across the globe to 
present their art in collaboration with shakuhachi players. Thus, the 
shakuhachi has become a venture point through which people can 
experience new ideas in art and music.

In order for the shakuhachi to better integrate itself into the European art 
scene, we deemed that the event should be aimed especially toward 
intellectuals and the artistic community. Furthermore, we maintain that 
supporting interaction between shakuhachi players and other artists is 
crucial for the instrument to step out of the sometimes narrow-minded 
ethnological discourse of Japanese culture events. It is crucial to present 
the shakuhachi and its traditions as something very meaningful in the 
contemporary world and its music. The traditional music of the shakuhachi 
and some of its derivations in contemporary music (with its specific 
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approaches to pitch, rhythm and melody) provide the musical discourse 
with a genuine, and, at the same time, effective alternative to Western 
classical and popular music. In a time when neo-liberalism is fashionable in 
both music and society, we need a viable and functioning alternative. The 
Prague Shakuhachi Festival, in its own way, hopes to help instigate a new 
way of approaching tradition, arts and humanity.

The year 2012 has been very significant for us. Not only did we, along with 
the ESS, succeed in offering to host the next World Shakuhachi Festival in 
2016, but we also tried out some of the programming ideas that should, if 
successful, become the backbone of the WSF 2016.

So far, the program of the Prague Shakuhachi Festival consisted of five 
evening concerts, including the opening shakuhachi & electronics night and 
the final student concert. The evening concerts presented a number of 
special guests who travelled to Prague to present two or three pieces as part 
of the festival's public programme. This made the concerts very prestigious 
and of a high quality, yet due to time restraints the individuals could not 
present a very diverse range of their artistry. With more and more capable 
European shakuhachi players appearing on the scene, we have decided to 
introduce more concerts of various formats into our programme.

The greatest change will be in the afternoon concerts. About three years 
ago, we decided to stage a matinee concert for the younger generation of 
players. These concerts proved successful with both the performers and 
audiences. However, starting next year, we plan to dedicate the afternoon 
concerts to individual players in order to showcase their artistry and 
projects, whether it be  traditional or chamber music, electro-acoustic, 
avant-garde, etc. The actual number and staging of these concerts will have 
to be decided upon consultation with the performers and organisers.

The evening concerts will, on the other hand, be more focused on a 
particular theme. In 2012, the contemporary music concert focused on the 
imagery of whales in avant-garde music. The theme was reflected in the 
selected compositions as well as in stage design, making the entire event 
very effective. We therefore decided to extend this approach to the other 
evening concerts as well.

Another concert format introduced this year was an evening jam-session 
with various invited young jazz musicians. Occurring after the formal 
evening concerts, this jazz collaboration was very successful and we all 
agreed that such late night performances have their place in the festival 
program.
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From 2013, the festival will feature more concerts, will be more project and 
theme oriented and, above all, it will still retain the fun and warm 
camaraderie everyone has come to expect of the Prague Shakuhachi 
Festival!

Regarding the master-classes and introductory courses, in 2012, we 
experimented with a four-day series of master-classes focused entirely on 
electro-acoustic music, led by Jim Franklin. The participants’ 
demonstration of their results in the student concert amazed everyone. We 
plan to continue this class and look forward to more developments on the 
European electro-acoustic shakuhachi scene in the coming years. The 
beginner’s class was also sustained throughout the four days, and even 
those who arrived at the festival without any ability on the shakuhachi were 
able to perform basic pieces at the student concert. It is vital to retain and 
develop this beginner’s programme.

Another new idea in programming in 2012 was the listening session 
presented by Eric Rosenzweig, avid music fan, artist and lecturer at FAMU. 
His presentation of unusual and beautiful recordings from around the world 
received extremely positive feedback, especially from the attending 
ethnomusicologists such as Kiku Day, Christopher Yohmei Blasdel, 
Vlastislav Matoušek and others. We plan to continue to introduce the 
festival participants to such unusual musical and auditory experiences. 

In order to show our appreciation of those who attend and support the 
festival, we are setting up a PSF Friends Program that will offer significant 
discounts and other benefits to our regular participants. Stay tuned to the 
ESS Newsletter and our 
Facebook page to learn about 
the PSF Friends Program.

We continue to be thankful for 
the support and understanding 
of the European shakuhachi 
community. With all of us 
working together, we will make 
the Prague WSF 16 a truly 
stellar event. 

If you would like to help us with 
the organisation of Prague 
Shakuhachi Festival and the WSF 2016, please contact us as soon as 
possible.
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Dates for your calendar!

The cycle of shakuhachi concerts in Moscow State Museum of Oriental 
Cultures continues:

14 September 2012 - Buddha in one sound
19 October 2012 - Returning of the Bowl
16 November 2012 - Visit of Koichi Yoshida sensei from Kyoto
14 December 2012 - Looking at A letter
18 January 2013 - The Breath of Bamboo
08 February 2013 - Buddha, Dharma, Sangha
08 March 2013- A wind in the bamboo forest
05 April 2013 - The temple of Light and Darkness
17 May 2013 - The Sound of Zen from old times till nowadays
Each concert costs 200 rubles
Address: Moscow, Nikitskiy boulevard, 12A
Web-site: http://www.orientmuseum.ru/

Also, the Annual festival of Japanese art ‘Nihon no Kokoro’ in
the Moscow State conservatory. Here is the schedule: http://
www.worldmusiccenter.ru/node/1106

Please feel free to ask Andrew Jilin on any upcoming shakuhachi and 
Japanese culture events in Moscow andrewjilin@gmail.com

November 8, solo shakuhachi concert by Rodrigo Rodriguez
Dojo Zen Ourense at 20:00 h.
Street Alexandre Bóveda, 15
Galicia, Spain.

Saturday 8th December 2012 at 7:30 pm at Dorchester Abbey, 
Oxfordshire.
Kiku Day plays shakuhachi in Karl Jenkins' Requiem.

Benson Choral Society and Elgar Orchestra
Conductor: Christopher Walker
http://www.dorchester-abbey.org.uk/events-at-dorchester-abbey.html
www.bensonchoralsociety.org.uk
Tickets: tickets@bensonchoralsociety.org.uk
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January 25th 2013: at Guimet Museum (Asian Arts), Paris 20h30.

Ensemble Hijirikai : Fukuda Teruhisa 
(shakuhachi), Kineya Shihô (shamisen), 
Maekawa Mihoko (koto),  and La Voie du 
Bambou.
Traditional and contemporary pieces 
including two premieres

January 26th and 27th, 2013 : Masterclass 
with Fukuda Teruhisa

July 27th - August 3rd, 2013 : Masterclass 
with Fukuda Teruhisa, shakuhachi. Chateau 
de Ratilly (Burgundy) Intensive practice in a superb environment

More details on :  www.shakuhachi.fr  or email nardlife@numericable.fr

The Dutch Shakuhachi Society KAITO will organise a shakuhachi 
workshop given by Kees Kort in the Japanese dojo Kobuyunagi (http://
www.facebook.com/Kobuyanagi ) on 13 January, 2013. From 10 till 
12.30 is for beginner shakuhachi students and the afternoon for 
intermediate and advanced students. See http://www.facebook.com/
events/127047690777879/

The Ethnological Museum in Leiden 
(http://volkenkunde.nl/en ) is known 
to have one of the biggest collections of 
historical Japanese art objects all over 
the world. There are regular 
shakuhachi performances by Kees 
Kort (also by Annelies Nederbragt and 
sometimes other players) in this 
museum in the Buddha Room: every 1st and 4th Sunday of every month 
from 12 till 1 hrs. (i.e. 4 and 25 November, 2 and 23 december, 7 and 28 
January 2013 and so on).

Prague Shakuhachi Festival, August 23-27, 2013
The 2013 Festival's main guest will be Kifu Mitsuhashi.
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Kyoto World Shakuhachi Festival 2012

 by Riley Lee

The greatest achievement of the Kyoto World Shakuhachi Festival 2012, in 
my opinion, was the bringing together so many shakuhachi players from so 
many different lineages, backgrounds, philosophies and playing styles and 
aesthetics.

Fourteen years ago, Yokoyama sensei, at 
the Opening Ceremonies of the WSF 1998 in 
Boulder, Colorado (the second WSF), could 
barely speak from emotion, finally saying 
that he was overwhelmed with happiness 
that so many shakuhachi players 
representing so many lineages and 
organisations could come together for a 
single event. He went on to say that it could 
only have happened outside of Japan.
Five WSF events later (Tokyo, New York, 
Bisei, Sydney and Kyoto), and Yokoyama 
sensei's observation has been proven 
obsolete. More than any other WSF, Kyoto 
WSF2012 encompassed more different 
shakuhachi players, representing more 
different lineages, philosophies, teachers, playing styles, repertoires, 
technique and even instruments than ever before and this historical event 
took place in the cultural heart of Japan!!

For this reason alone, I think Kurahashi Yodo sensei should be highly 
commended as producer of the Festival. I bow my head in gratitude and 
wonderment at his achievement. Then, of course, there are all the other 
reasons for appreciating Kurahashi's effort.

The Festival was well run. The venues were excellent. It's hard to beat 
Kyoto as a host city for a shakuhachi festival! The programmes were 
interesting, the schedule was, needless to say, extremely full, but workable.

Speaking of venues, the highlight of my Festival was performing in the 
Masters Concert. Of course, it was an honour and a pleasure to perform in 
the same programme as virtually every shakuhachi 'master' in the world, 
however one defines that word. But more than that, was my performance in 
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the fairly new ALTI Hall. It has a stage that can be completely surrounded 
by acoustically designed walls and ceilings. In order to get on and off the 
stage in this 'concert mode', one of the walls (a huge metal frame on wheels, 
with thick wood panelling on the side facing the stage) is slowly wheeled 
open and shut.

Once on stage, the performer is completely surrounded by this wood 
panelling on the floor, sides, back and ceiling. It was like playing inside a 
huge, acoustically designed wooden cone facing the audience, who are 
sitting in a kind of complimentary, larger sound cone.

I didn't know any of this when I chose to perform the Chikuho Sakai 
composition ‘Ryûhei’ (Exile). Many of you who have learned this piece know 
that it ends with a diminuendo that is so prolonged that in the final phrase, 
the sound of fingers hitting finger holes in the bamboo is greater than the 
still audible whisper of sound coming from the flute itself. One usually has to 
adjust one's volume to one's surroundings when playing this piece: it just 
won't work trying to play the last phrases in a large hall as quietly as one 
can for a few people in a small room.

The hall seats around 450. When it came to my turn to perform, it was 
standing room only, including the balconies. My own sound, which I was 
hearing on stage while playing, was so clean and audible, and yet not overly 
reverberant, that I naturally just got quieter and quieter at the end of 
Ryûhei -just like I was playing for a few people in a very small room. Long 
after the shakuhachi music ended, the 
entire hall was enveloped with a 
proverbial pin dropping silence, an 
indescribable, electrically-charged, and 
yet meditative and time-stopping quiet. 
Wow!

Later on, a number of people 
commented on how they could hear 
every finger pop and the last vestige of 
sound at the end of the piece, even 
though they were standing at the very 
back of the hall. It is rare indeed to just 
happen to pick the perfect piece for the 
perfect venue, filled to capacity by the 
perfect audience. How lucky is that!
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World Shakuhachi Festival 2012 in Kyoto:
Ein persönlicher Reisebericht von Viz Michael Kremietz

So, es war wieder soweit, das nächste World Shakuhachi Festival rückte 
näher und meine Reisekasse war immer noch leer. Diesmal in Kyoto/Japan, 
dies war noch mehr Ansporn dort hinzukommen. Da ich noch nie in Japan 
war, stieg mein Puls minütlich. Wie letztes mal beim Festival in Sydney, ging 
ich wieder zu meinen Zenlehrer Detlef Witt (92 Jahre alt !), und fragte ihn, 
ob er mich unterstützen wolle.

„ Klar Viz, da musst du 
hin, die Shakuhachi ist 
dein Ding, aber 
diesmal nimmst du 
deine Frau mit.“ Ich 
konnte mein Glück 
kaum fassen, ich sank 
auf die Knie, dankte 
Gott für diesen Segen, 
ging ins nächste 
Reisebüro und buchte 
den Flug für meine 
Frau Monika und 
mich. Mitte Mai 2012 

sollte es los gehen. Wir landeten in Osaka und die erste japanische Luft zu 
atmen war schon ein historischer Augenblick in meinen Leben. Alles war 
furchtbar Aufregend, die ersten Kontakte, die  Gewürzerdnüsse und der 
erste Grüntee aus dem Automat.

Zuerst fuhren wir nach Nara, wohnten in einem wunderschöne Ryokan und 
bewunderten die Kulturschätze von Nara. Weiter ging es dann nach 
Koyasan in die  Bergen. Dort lebten wir im Ekoin Tempel und nahmen am 
Alltagsleben der Mönche teil. Koyasan ist eine 1000 jährige alte Lehrstädte 
des Shingon Buddhismus. Beeindrucken ist der 1000 Jahre alte Friedhof im 
Wald mit über 250000 Gräbern.

Am 30. 5. erreichten wir Kyoto, auch hier wohnten wir in einem Ryokan 
direkt am Fluss. Am Abend ginge wir zum Hitoyogiri Konzert ins Ikenobo 
College. Dieses  Ikenobo College zu finden war überhaupt nicht einfach, doch 
auf einem kleinem Plakat sah ich das einzige japanische Schriftzeichen das 
ich kannte, es war Schriftzeichen für Shakuhachi, und ich wusste wir waren 
richtig. Wir wurden sehr herzlich von Yodo Kurahashi, dem Organisator des 
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Festival empfangen, wir kannten uns vom Europäischen Shakuhachi 
Festval in Leiden/Holland 2009.

Am nächsten Tag startete das Festival um 1:oopm im Kyoto Art Center.
Es war ein reges treiben auf den Gängen und im Saal. Mittlerweile ist es 
sozusagen ein Shakuhachi Familien treffen, viele kannte ich schon von 
anderen Festivals und viele neue Shakuhachi Liebhaber sollte ich noch 
kennenlernen. Und das Wasser lief mir im Mund zusammen, als die 
Shakuahchibauer ihre Stände aufbauten. Viele viel viele viele schöne 
Flöten.

Beim ersten durchlesen des Festivalprogramms, viel mir sofort auf, das es 
eine menge von langen, sehr sehr langen Konzerten gab, jedoch nur wenige 
Workshops. Und was ich auch eher unglücklich fand, war die Tatsache das 
das erste Konzert und der erste Workshop zu gleichen Zeit anfingen.

Da ich meinen „Suizen Horizont“ erweitern wollte, entschied ich mich 3 
Workshops hintereinander zu machen. Los ging es mir Riley Koho Lee. Wir 
spielen das Stück „Ryuhei“ von Chikuho Sakai. Es war fantastisch auf 
welcher wunderbarer  Art Riley Lee uns dieses Stück näher brachte. Seine 
sanfte Art und sein fast schon Magisches Spiel auf der Shakuhachi haben 
mich sehr beeindruckt. Im 2. Workshop gab uns Shodo Sakai eine 
Einführung in das lesen Alter Notenschriften. Und Christopher Yohmei 
Blasdel zeigte uns im 3. Workshop Wichtige und Inspirierende Übungen für 
das Spiel des Shakuhachi. Atemübungen, Entspannungsübungen und
vorbeugende Übungen bei Verletzungsgefahren beim Spiel der Flöte. Klasse 
Workshop, jedem Suizen Praktizierenden zu empfehlen. Am Abend 
schafften wir es dann doch noch  in die Konzerte reinzuhören. Gut gefielen 
mir von James Nyoraku Schlefer das Stück Sankyoku No.1 mit Shakuhachi, 
Koto und Violoncello, Koku, gespielt von Shigeru Yoshikawa und Oshu 
Sashi, gespielt von Peter Hill.

Am folgenden Tag präsentierten sich alle Shakuhachischulen von Japan. 
Dies sollte 8 Stunden dauern, dies war dann doch ein wenig viel und 
zwischen durch gingen wir etwas Essen und besuchten den ein oder 
anderen Tempel in Kyoto. Den Anfang machte der Myoan Tempel. Fuke-
shoshu Kyoreizan Myoanji – the Roots of Shakuhachi. Gefolgt von Shin 
Tozan-ryu, Kikusu-ryu Shakuhachido, Kinko-ryu Shakuhachi Nippon 
Chikudo Domonkai,Koten Kenkyukai, Muraji-ryu, Ueda-ryu, Chikuho-ryu, 
kinko-ryu Chikumeisha und als Abschluss das Katsuya Yokoyama Memorial 
Konzert der International Shakuhachi Kenshukan. Dies war ein sehr 
bewegender Moment zu Ehren des Grossen Meisters der Shakuhachi.
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Der 3. Tag begann um 8:30am im Myoanji Tempel, dort wo die Shakuhachi 
noch als religiöses Instrument praktiziert wird. Insgesamt traten 58 
Shakuhachispieler auf. Der Myoanji Tempel ist eher klein, mit einem 
wunderschönem Garten. 4 Stunden  konnte ich dort sitzen, meditieren, den 
Garten betrachten und dem klang der Shakuhachi lauschen. Es war ein 
magisch realer Traum !!!

Noch Stunden hätte ich dort 
verweilen können, aber um 
1.00pm begann das Masters 
Concert in der Furitsu 
Fumin Hall. Insgesamt 
traten 30 Spieler auf. Jeder 
auf  seine Art ein Meister 
der Shakuhachi. Alle 
aufzuzählen würde hier den 
Rahmen sprengen. 
Mystische und beeindrucken 
waren für mich „Shichidan 
Tsuru no Sugomori“ gespielt 
von Teruo Furuya, „Ryuhei“ 
gespielt von Riley Koho Lee, „Koku“ gespielt von Tadashi Tajima, „Sanya“ 
gespielt von Kazushi Matama, „Saji“ gespielt von Akikazu Nakamura und 
„Kogetsucho“ gespielt von Taizan Kawamura.

Nach so einem intensiven Shakuhachi Tag, waren wir erfüllt, glücklich und 
ziemlich müde. Auf dem  Weg zu unserem Ryokan kauften wir noch die 
bizarrsten Knabbersachen  und verbrachen den Rest der Nacht in unserem 
Zimmer,  gekleidet im „Gute Nacht Kimono“

In der Nacht hatte ich einen Traum, im dem ich eine ca. 3 Meter lange 
Shakuhachi spielen musste, doch meine Arme waren zu Kurz, es war ein 
Albtraum. In Schweiss gebadet wachte ich auf, und war froh die Vögel über 
den Dächern von Kyoto zu hören. Der letzte Tag des Festival, fand wieder 
im Kyoto Art Center statt. Es stand unter dem Motto „International 
Shakuhachi Concert“. Eröffnet wurde der Tag von John Singer, er spielte 
Matsukaze. 

Von 11:00am bis 1:00pm gab es den ersten Teil vom „Concert of the 
European Shakuhachi Society“. Besonders gut gefallen haben mir Armin 
Lohbeck aus Deutschland, er spielte „Tabibitto no Uta“ und „Oshu Sashi“ 
gespielt von Sergey Maksymenko aus der Ukraine. Danach folgte das 
Konzert der Australische Shakuhachi Society, u.a. mit Riley Koho Lee, Kark 
Young Bronwyn Kirkpatrick.
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Das Konzert der Chinesische Shakuhachi Society habe ich wegen dem 
Workshop von Kuniyoshi Sugawara verpasst. Hier ging es nochmal zu 
Atem- und Blastechnik. Zudem zeigte er beeindruckende Videoaufnahmen 
von den  Bewegungen der Stimmbänder während des Shakuhachispiels. Der 
Workshop ging sehr lange, hat sich aber gelohn und ich war aber dann 
wieder rechtzeitig da, zum 2. Teil des Konzert der Europäischen 
Shakuhachi Society. Wunderbar war Kiku Day aus Dänemark, sie spielte 
von Frank Denyer „Women with Jinashi Shakuhachi“. Beeindruckend wie 
immer, die Stücke von Vastislav Matousek aus Tschechen. Seine Stücke 
haben eine fast schon Mystischen Charakter, dazu sehr passend die 
wunderbare Stimme seiner Tochter Veronika Matousek. Uwe Walter, ein in 
Japan lebender Deutscher, spielte noch auf wunderbarerweise „San`an“.
Den Abschluss machte die Nordamerikanische Shakuhachi Society. Sehr 
gut haben mir hier gefallen, „Fragments from the Moon“ von und mit 
Elizabeth Brown, „Mjushinkyoku“ gespielt von Stan Kakudo Richardson 
und „Shirabe,Sagariha“ gespielt von James Nyoraku Schlefer. 

Zum Schluss des Festivals gab es noch ein entspanntes Beisammensein aller 
Teilnehmer. Dem Kurator des Festival Yodo Kurahashi war die 
Erleichterung anzusehen. Er lächelte, und bedanke sich bei allen 
Teilnehmern. Ebenso bedankten wir uns bei ihm für dieses intensive und 
wunderbare Festival.

Mit Freude wurde die Bekanntmachung aufgenommen, das das nächste 
World Shakuhachi Festival in Prag 2016 stattfinden wird, ausgerichtet von 
der Europäischen Shakuhachi Society. Was auch mich ganz besonders freut, 
da es nur ca. 6 Stunden mit dem Zug von uns entfernt ist, und ich dann 
nicht wieder meine Zenlehren anpumpen muss. Mein Shakuhachispiel ist 
noch ein zahrtes Pflänzchen, das Festival in Kyoto und die Japanreise 
waren ein wunderbares Erlebnis, wo ich viel lernen durfte und neue tolle 
Bekanntschaften gemacht habe, es war fruchtbare Erde und Wasser für 
mein Pflänzchen. Bedanken möchte ich 
mich bei allen die diese Festivals 
ermöglichen.

…..Thank you....Happy blowing....and 
see you in Prague....Viz

Viz Michael Kremietz lebt mit seiner 
Familie in Süddeutschland auf einem 
Bauernhof in der nähe der Alpen. Er ist 
Performancemusiker und Praktiziert 
seit 10 Jahre Suizen. Kontakt: www.paraviz.com  suizen@gmx.de 
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Two weeks of bliss 
by Perry Yeung

September 14, 2012. New York City.

I was already twenty minutes late, driving through rush hour in New York 
City.  It has been seven years since I last sat face-to-face with Kinya Sogawa, 
who was here in the United States to lead a series of workshops, 
performances and a CD recording. I wanted to call or text but I was driving 
and that's illegal these days, not to mention extremely unsafe. The last time 
I saw Kinya, I was passing through Japan on a theater tour with my 
partner.  We had our 2 year-old daughter traveling with us and also a baby 
on the way. We had time after the tour to visit Japan and I wanted to see 
Kinya because he had played Sanan, the birthing piece, for our daughter 
when she was in the womb. Now that we had a boy coming, I wanted to get 
Kinya's shakuhachi blessing again since we had such a ‘safe and easy’ 
childbirth. This was seven years ago.

As I approached Ralph Samuelson's house in Westchester county, where 
Kinya and his wife Laurie were staying, I was a bit nervous. It's extremely 
impolite to be late to a lesson, especially to a Japanese sensei. Additionally, 
due to the traffic jam, I didn't get a chance to pick up an omiyage gift. I was 
getting out of the mini van rushing up the stairs thinking, "Man, what  a bad 
student I am!" But as soon as I hit the door bell, the door swung open and 
there was Laurie and Kinya waiting with huge smiles and open arms.  The 
second I saw Kinya's 
warm smile, it all 
came rushing back 
and I remembered 
what a cool dude he 
was. I bowed, then 
we hugged. I had 
forgotten that Kinya 
is extremely open, 
transparent if you 
will. In a strange 
and wonderful way, 
it was like seeing a 
childhood friend 
more than seeing a 
teacher. 
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We immediately started talking about the shakuhachi making workshop 
that I will be assisting him with. Aside from the making workshop, Kinya 
was also leading two playing workshops and one for composers but Kinya 
couldn't bring tools or bamboo so I was more than happy to assist. I went to 
the van to get the bamboo and tools and Kinya came along. He reached out 
and grabbed the biggest bag before I could. 

Once inside, I laid out the tools, wooden making boxes and bamboo for him 
to inspect. He picked up a piece of bamboo, placed it on the wooden box, 
reached for the tools and went over the steps for making a simple 
shakuhachi in his mind. A minute later, he said in Japanese that everything 
will work fine. Whew! My tools for making workshops are different from the 
ones I used in Japan. There are tools in America that will do the job, but 
differently. Kinya was always open to new ideas. Then he said in Japanese. 
"So ...what should we do now, would you like to have a lesson?" My heart 
started beating. I haven't had a face to face lesson with Kinya in seven 
years. Ralph said, "Why don't you have a lesson then stay for dinner?" How 
could I refuse?

Kinya then revealed a stack of music notation and pulled out Sagariha. 
Then we pulled out our flutes. He asked if I had a recorder and I pulled out 
my Android and hit the record button. Then Kinya let it rip. As soon as I 
heard the first notes, the pulsating breath waves of Nezasaha, I was 
catapulted back to my early days of studying in Japan. Kinya played the 
entire piece (I should say performed the piece). I was reminded of how 
much he owns these pieces. At the end of the lesson, he told me to listen to 
the recording when I had the chance. In that moment, it felt like we were 
back in Kinya's workshop in Saitama. I was reminded again, as I have been 
many times, of how lucky I was to have met and studied with Kinya. And as 
we sat for dinner, I was reminded that luck had little to do with it as Ralph 
was the person who introduced me to Kinya and Laurie. Without Ralph 
Samuelson, I would probably have taken much longer to find my path with 
the shakuhachi.

I was in bliss for the next two weeks, surrounded by intense shakuhachi 
activity. All the events, except for the concert, took place at the Japan 
Society in New York City. This event was actually Ralph's idea, to celebrate 
and commemorate Kinya's sixtieth birthday. Ralph got the Japan Society to 
produce and present Kinya. Laurie was the official translator. Being an 
expat American and married to Kinya, she has the perfect resume. 

The playing workshop was quite successful with over 50 participants and 
observers between both the beginners and advanced workshops. Kinya 
taught Choshi and then Sanya. Every time Kinya played, I could feel the 
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audiences' deep reaction.  No ego, just a beautiful and compelling sound, and 
a love for sharing.

The next day, was the Shakuhachi Making Workshop. I had quite a load to 
carry for the 20 participants. It was originally supposed to max at 10 
participants but the Japan Society kept coming back to us saying there's 
great interest so we opened it up. I told them my mandate was to spread the 
shakuhachi and if it was up to me, I would take as many people as the 
facility could hold but it really came down to how many tools, boxes and 

good pieces of 
bamboo I could 
provide. When I 
first started 
doing these 
workshops in 
2003, I had 
only four 
participants. 
The following 
year, I had 6. A 
few years later, 
I had 12. Then 
earlier this 
summer, I had 
the most ever - 

22 participants at the Zen Mountain Monastery. So, I knew it was doable, 
but it also required manpower. Or, woman power. In my case, I had a good 
friend, Kohl Sudduth, to help. Kohl had assisted me several times with 
making workshops in the past. We arrived a little late at 1pm that Sunday 
and by the time the workshop was scheduled to start at 2pm, we were just 
finishing laying out the tools in the proper flow order. Ralph made a great 
introduction and Laurie took over as translator as soon as Kinya started. In 
about half an hour, Kinya made a simple shakuhachi, demonstrating and 
explaining nuances in crafting choices and using tools. Then he played 
Choshi on the very flute he just finished. Again, I can feel the audience all as 
one in amazement. It's not just the fact that he could play a piece, but the 
skill and depth in which he did it was the mind blowing part of it. When he 
stopped, he said this is why the shakuhachi was so wonderful, "One can go 
out in the forest, pluck a piece of bamboo, make a flute and then play it. This 
is one of the best ways to enjoy the shakuhachi". Laurie then turned over 
the workshop to me. I explained the flow order of tools and that everyone 
can get a tool, bring it back to their box (everyone was in a circle) but 
should put the tools back in the proper place since this is a communal 
activity. Well, that never works. As soon as the participants reached for 
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their tools, all hell broke loose. Kinya and I were inundated (in a great way). 
We kept going around looking for files and saws to make adjustments. 
Working beside Kinya for the next several hours was heaven, time stopped. 
It was like a dream. If only everyone can experience this. By the end of the 
workshop, all the participants had made fully functional and very playable 
flutes. Lara Mones, the coordinator for the Japan Society was there the 
entire time and afterwards she came up to me and said: "I had never seen so 
many happy adults in one room in my life". 

The next workshop was for composers. Until that point, Kinya had 5 days to 
rest (don’t forget about jet lag) and rehearse for the concert and CD 
recording. But, he still offered to give me more lessons. I went back up to 
Westchester (this time without being late!) and went over Sagariha. After 
playing it through twice, Kinya asked if I wanted to learn another piece. My 
wide open eyes  told him yes. He then pulled out Yamagoe and said, in good 
English: “Do you have a recorder?" Again, once the flute touched his lips, I 
was awestruck. I should say that these experiences are one of art and 
spirituality. Kinya plays at a level of musicianship that is always powerful 
and moving in the way that great art, music and performance are 
experienced. Without other explanations, it simply lifts one's spirit. Then we 
started the lesson. The first komibuki shook the room.

I participated in every workshop and and even documented everything for 
a mini documentary. I have amazing footage of Ned Rothenburg, Elizabeth 
Brown, both of whom not only performed with Kinya at the concert but also 
composed pieces for Kinya. They also participated in the Composers 
Workshop and hearing them discuss their process was an enriching 
experience. Ralph facilitated this workshop by explaining the historical, 
cultural and musical background. I think the composers workshop was 
great. It was deep and philosophical, as they are with forms practiced from 
ideology. This was a different kind of fun from the making workshop. Again, 
Kinya's demonstrations do more than any amount of words can do. In the 
end, everyone agreed that the best way to compose for or with shakuhachi 
is to try to understand the flute in its entirety - its full functionality as a 
music instrument and the historical styles of music. I drove Kinya and 
Laurie back to Westchester afterwards. It was a 45 minute drive to 
Westchester from the east side of mid-town Manhattan. It was great to have 
an intimate moment with them. I drove by Times Square and both Kinya 
and Laurie got a kick out of the amazing adult Disneyland it has become in 
the past 10 years. On the drive, it was great to hear Laurie's stories of how it 
was to be one of the first Americans to study shakuhachi in Japan. It was 
novel: there was racism, sexism. They didn't quite know what to do with her. 
It is such a different world today with Japanese teachers reaching out, 
teaching through Skype internationally. A far cry from the closed secrecy of 
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only thirty years ago. When we arrived at Ralph's home, after a long day of 
teaching, Laurie invited me in for dinner. As soon as we entered the house. 
Kinya said, "Lesson?" I smiled.

Sunday, Sept 23. Roulette performance space, Brooklyn NY

On the concert program were Honkyoku and contemporary pieces. Both 
Ned and Elizabeth are informed composers. They are rigorous, skilled and 
visionary with their own work, but also understand the unique voice of the 
shakuhachi and what they like about it. Their works reveal a deep 
understanding and love for the flute. Elizabeth wrote a trio piece which 
brought Laurie out of shakuhachi retirement. She had had a wrist injury 
that prevented her from performing but she played beautifully and deeply 
along with Elizabeth and Kinya that night. It was moving to see and hear. 
But one didn't need that back story to feel the power in the music and 
performance. The evening was a rare occasion, bringing together ancient 
music of the 
wandering monks 
of Japan and 
Brooklyn's 
contemporary 
composers. It was 
a perfect meeting. 
Kinya closed the 
evening with 
Koku. After 
playing in every 
piece for over 70 
minutes, he ended 
with a 
spellbinding solo. 
It was 
breathtaking. 

I am now faced 
with the daunting yet welcomed task of editing the documentary.

A deep bow, Perry.
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CD Review: Suizen-Viz Michael Kremietz
by Philip Horan

This is an album by shakuhachi player, Viz Michael Kremietz. My overall 
impression is one of stillness, no doubt aided by the effective use of water 
sounds in the opening track. These natural sounds are superbly recorded 
and integrated into the rich jinashi tones. The album contains some original 
pieces with background sounds and four honkyoku. The latter are not an 
exact playing from the score but Viz’s interpretation of the essence of each 
honkyoku. This makes for a rich listening experience as one tries to 
recognise familiar phrases. Viz uses a mix of different size shakuhachi, each 
with a distinctive and rich timbre. He remains true to the suizen tradition of 
following each breath to the end and enjoying the space between the tones. 

The design and presentation of the 
CD are superb and based on Viz’s 
recent collaboration with 
Alexander Lauterwasser, a famous 
German scientist who makes 
water-sound figures. The water-
sound video of Tamuke, which is 
featured on the CD can be found on 
his website:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=iV71L04PN-s

Viz is involved in combining the 
shakuhachi with other artists in 
innovative ways. His current and 
past projects can be viewed on his 
website: 
http://www.paraviz.com 
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Shakuhachi-Workshop in Alsace from 18th to 20th May 
2012 – a report with personal impressions

by Nina Haarer

Over the weekend following Ascension (18-20th May), unusual sounds could 
be heard in the sleepy village of Neuwiller-les Savèrnes – shakuhachi 
sounds. From Friday to Sunday, 13 participants from 3 countries (France, 
Belgium and Germany) met for an intensive shakuhachi workshop. With 3 
teachers (Véronique Piron, Jim Franklin and Horacio Curti), we enjoyed the 
luxury of small groups with an average of 4 participants. The workshop was 
held in an old villa which included a chapel in the cellar – with, as one might 
expect, wonderful acoustics. The buildings were surrounded by an 
attractive park, which invited one to wander around, take a break, or 
practice outdoors. 

On Friday, after everyone had arrived, we started immediately with ro buki, 
an official „round of introductions“ by our teachers and work on playing 
techniques in small groups. After a sumptuous evening meal (which applied 
to all other meals as well), the teachers performed a concert for us. The 
repertoire was very varied: honkyoku, minyō (folk songs), and original 
compositions. It commenced with an original piece by Horacio Curti, with an 
impressive range of possibilities of shaping the sounds of a single tone. Jim 
Franklin played Asuka Reibo, a dynamic and filigreed piece from the 
repertoire of the Chikuhō school. Véronique presented a minyō in which she 
included improvised sections. In the second round, we heard Tsuru no 
Sugomori, played by Horacio Curti, Daha played by Véronique Prion and 
Jim Franklin with an original composition, Salz.

Saturday commenced with communal ro buki, after which we separated for 
work in small groups. The pieces taught were the honkyoku Honshirabe, 
Shingetsu and Tsuru no Sugomori (all in the tradition of Yokoyama 
Katsuya), the sankyoku Yūgao, and minyō of varying degrees of difficulty, 
together with improvisation and rhythm exercises. In addition, every 
student received an individual lesson with a teacher of his/her choice. We 
were encouraged to be „unfaithful“, to gain new input and a broader horizon 
through a lesson with a teacher other than one’s usual one. In the course of 
the afternoon and evening, there were spontaneous additional courses, with 
themes of improvisation, composition and playing technique.
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In addition to spontaneity (e.g. quick repairs to flutes in the coffee breaks), 
the basic tone of the weekend was characterised by openness for individual 
wishes and needs of the participants, and thoroughness and clarity in 
dealing with the pieces. Care was always taken that everyone coped with 
the material. No-one fell by the wayside, and everyone could get something 
out of the lessons. And, most importantly, fun and humour weren’t short-
changed.

The sessions were continued on Sunday, and ended finally in a communal 
students’ concert, in which every group did their best with the material 
they had studied. This occurred with a degree of nerves and some 
confusion, but with a great deal of fun.

Exhausted, but motivated to keep practicing, with many new impressions 
and the feeling of having learned something, we departed for the journey 
home.

Many thanks to Véronique, Jim and Horacio for the good organisation and 
the wonderful weekend.
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Shakuhachi-Workshop im Elsass vom 18. bis 20. Mai 
2012 – ein Bericht mit persönlichen Eindrücken

Nina Haarer

Am Wochenende nach Christi Himmelfahrt (18.-20.Mai) waren im 
verträumten Örtchen Neuwiller-les-Savèrnes ganz ungewöhnliche Klänge 
zu hören – Shakuhachiklänge. Von Freitag bis Sonntag trafen sich hier 13 
Teilnehmer aus drei Nationen (Frankreich, Belgien, Deutschland) zu einem 
intensiven Shakuhachiworkshop. Mit 3 Lehrern (Véronique Piron, Jim 
Franklin, Horatio Curti) genossen wir den Luxus kleiner Gruppen von 
durchschnittlich 4 Teilnehmern. Der Workshop fand in alten Gemäuern 
statt, wo auch eine Kapelle im Keller zu finden war, mit einer, wie man sich 
denken kann, traumhaften Akustik. Umgeben war das Anwesen mit einem 
hübschen Park, der zum Spazieren, Ausruhen oder einer Übesession im 
Freien einlud.

Nachdem am Freitag alle angekommen waren ging es sofort los mit 
gemeinsamem ro buki, einer „offiziellen Vorstellungsrunde“ unserer Lehrer 
und Spieltechnikarbeit in Kleingruppen. Nach einem reichhaltigen 
Abendessen (was übrigens für alle Mahlzeiten galt) gaben die Lehrer für 
uns ein Konzert. Das Repertoire war dabei ganz unterschiedlich: Honkyoku, 
Minyô (Volkslieder) und Eigenkompositionen. Den Auftakt mache Horatio 
Curti mit einer Eigenkomposition, die durch die Vielfalt der 
Klanggestaltungsmöglichkeiten auf nur einem einzigen Ton beeindruckte. 
Jim spielte Asuka Reibo, ein lebhaftes und filigranes kurzes Stück aus dem 
Repertoire der Chikuhô-Schule. Véronique präsentierte ein Minyô, in das 
sie improvisatorische Teile mit einbaute. In der zweiten Runde hörten wir 
Tsuru no sugomori, gespielt von Horatio Curti, Daha, gespielt von Véronique 
Piron und Jim Franklin mit seiner Eigenkomposition Salz.

Der Samstag begann mit gemeinsamem ro buki, danach war Gruppenarbeit 
angesagt. Unterrichtet wurden die honkyoku Hon shirabe, Shingetsu und 
Tsuru no sugomori (alle honkyoku nach der Tradition Yokoyama Katsuyas), 
das Sankyoku Yoûgao sowie Minyô verschiedener Schwierigkeitsstufen, 
gekoppelt mit Improvisation und Rhythmus. Daneben bekam jeder eine 
Einzelsitzung mit einem Lehrer seiner Wahl. Dabei wurden wir ermutigt, 
„fremdzugehen“ und so durch eine Stunde bei einem anderen Lehrer neuen 
Input zu bekommen und unseren Horizont zu erweitern. Im Laufe des 
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Nachmittags und Abends wurden spontane Extrakurse angeboten zu den 
Themen Improvisation, Komposition und Spieltechnik.

Neben Spontanität (z. B. auch Blitzreparatur für Flöten in der Kaffeepause) 
waren Aufgeschlossenheit für individuelle Wünsche und Bedürfnisse von 
uns Teilnehmern sowie Ausführlichkeit und Klarheit bei der Erarbeitung 
der Stücke wegweisend für das Wochenende. Es wurde immer darauf 
geachtet, dass jeder mit dem Stoff mitkam. So blieb keiner auf der Strecke 
und jeder konnte aus den Unterrichtsstunden etwas für sich „mitnehmen“. 
Und – wichtig – Spaß und Humor kamen dabei auch nicht zu kurz.

Die Kurse wurden am Sonntag fortgeführt und endeten schließlich in einem 
gemeinsamen Schülerkonzert, in der jede Gruppe das Gelernte zum Besten 
gab. Dies geschah bei so manchem mit Herzklopfen und einigem 
Durcheinander – dabei aber mit unglaublich viel Spaß.
Erschöpft, aber zufrieden und motiviert für weiteres Üben, mit vielen neuen 
Eindrücken und dem Gefühl, etwas gelernt zu haben traten wir schließlich 
die Heimreise an.

Vielen Dank, Véronique, Jim und Horatio für die gute Organisation und das 
wunderbare Wochenende. 
 !
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Membership of the European Shakuhachi Society

Membership of the ESS is open both to players of the 
shakuhachi and to non-players who are interested in the 
music of the shakuhachi in all its forms. 

Since the ESS is not affiliated with a particular school or aesthetic direction, its 
members represent a broad cross-section of styles and genres of shakuhachi.

Supporting ESS through joining is a means of helping maintain a coordinating 
resource of the shakuhachi in Europe. 

The benefits of membership include access to information about shakuhachi events 
and tuition throughout Europe and beyond, as well as discounted participation fees 
at events such as the European Shakuhachi Summer Schools.

The membership fee is !20. To join the ESS:

 • Please send email, giving your name and contact details, and if you wish, a 
little information about your interest in and experience with the shakuhachi.

 • and pay the membership fee by Pay-Pal."
If you cannot make payment using this method, please send an email to

 ess-member@shakuhachisociety.eu ."

We look forward to welcoming you into the European Shakuhachi Society!

• Join the ESS Shakuhachi Forum at http://www.shakuhachiforum.eu/index.php 

• Visit our yahoo mailing group at http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/Euroshak/

• Learn about upcoming events on the European Shakuhachi Society website at 
http://www.shakuhachisociety.eu/

• Join our Facebook group.

The European Shakuhachi Society is a registered charity. Registered charity no. 1123060.
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Mitgliedschaft in der European Shakuhachi Society
        

Die Mitgliedschaft in der ESS steht sowohl Spielern der 
Shakuhachi als auch Nichtspielern offen, die an der Musik der 
Shakuhachi in allen ihren Formen interessiert sind. 

Da die ESS nicht an eine bestimmte Schule oder ästhetische Richtung angebunden ist, repräsen-
tieren ihre Mitglieder eine große Bandbreite von Stilen und Genres der Shakuhachi. 

Die Unterstützung durch Beitritt zur Gesellschaft ist ein Mittel dabei zu helfen, eine Koordination 
der Ressourcen der Shakuhachi in Europa aufrecht zu erhalten.

Die Vorteile einer Mitgliedschaft beinhalten den Zugang zu Informationen über Shakuhachi-
Veranstaltungen und Unterricht in ganz Europa und darüber hinaus auch ermäßigte Teilnahme-
gebühren für Veranstaltungen wie die European Shakuhachi Summer Schools. 

Der Mitgliedsbeitrag beträgt (für 2009) £ 20,00 / EUR 20,00, der ermäßigte Beitrag (Studenten, 
Arbeitslose) £ 10,00 / EUR 10,00. Wenn Sie eine Mitgliedschaft zum ermäßigten Mitgliedsbeitrag 
beantragen, benötigen wir Nachweise für den Grund der Ermäßigung (bitte senden Sie eine E-Mail). 

Um der ESS beizutreten: 

• Senden Sie bitte eine E-Mail und geben dabei Ihren Namen und Ihre Kontaktdaten bekannt, 
und, wenn Sie wünschen, etwas Information über Ihr Interesse an der Shakuhachi und Ihre 
Erfahrung. 

• Bezahlen Sie den Mitgliedschaftsbeitrag über PayPal. 
Wenn für Sie diese Zahlungsmethode nicht möglich ist, senden Sie eine E-Mail an 
ess-member@shakuhachisociety.eu. 

Wir freuen uns darauf, Sie in der European Shakuhachi Society willkommen zu heißen!

Besuchen Sie unsere Yahoo-Group unter http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/Euroshak/

Besuchen Sie die Website der European Shakuhachi Society at http://www.shakuhachisociety.eu

http://www.shakuhachiforum.eu/index.php
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Adhésion à la Fédération Européenne du Shakuhachi 

        

L’adhésion à la fédération (ESS) est ouverte aux prati-
quants et non pratiquants,
intéressés par la musique du shakuhachi dans toutes ses 
formes.

Comme la fédération n’est affiliée à aucune école ou esthétique particulière, ses
membres représentent l’intersection entre les différents styles et genres du
shakuhachi existants.

Soutenir la fédération en y adhérant signifie avoir la possibilité de maintenir une
coordination entre les différentes ressources sur le shakuhachi en Europe.

Les bénéfices de l’adhésion incluent autant l’accès à l’information sur les évènements
et l’apprentissage du shakuhachi à travers l’Europe et au-delà, que des réductions
faites sur les tarifs de participation aux évènements tels les Rencontres Européennes
du Shakuhachi estivales.

Les tarifs d’adhésion (pour 2009) sont de £20/!20, ou de £10/!10 pour le tarif
réduit (étudiants, demandeurs d’emploi). Si vous voulez bénéficier du tarif réduit,
nous vous demanderons une preuve de votre statut (merci d’envoyer un courriel).

Pour contacter la fédération:
• Merci d’envoyer un courriel, avec votre nom et les détails de votre contact, et si
vous le désirez, quelques mots sur votre intérêt et/ou expérience avec le shakuhachi.
• puis faites le paiement de votre adhésion en utilisant Paypal.

Si vous ne pouvez pas faire de paiement par cette méthode, merci d’envoyer un
courriel à: ess-member@shakuhachisociety.eu .
Nous nous réjouissons de vous accueillir au sein de la Fédération Européenne du
Shakuhachi!
• Visitez notre groupe de discussion: 

http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/Euroshak/
• Visitez le site web de la Fédération Européenne du Shakuhachi:
• http://www.shakuhachisociety.eu/
• http://www.shakuhachiforum.eu/index.php

La Fédération Européeene du Shakuhachi est une organisation caritative (enregis-
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